What’s New at Cookee’s??
Spring has SPRUNG!!
Greetings to our customers!
Well, it is time again to give an update as to what we
have done, and what we have planned for the future.

CHANGES TO THE BUILDING!
1) Ron Huffman replaced all our electrical breaker boxes and added new outlets!
2) Brandon McGinnis added a brand new roof, which gave us a cool new look!
3) Closed for four days, to enable Pat’s Plumbing and Brandon McGinnis to
replace our entire bathroom, and ALL the plumbing under the entire building!
Yes, gas, sewer and water are all shiny and NEW!!
4) Added a new video cameras so that our customers have a safe environment to eat.
5) Painted our trash receptacle and picnic tables in the new Cookee’s colors!
6) Added new signs with pictures of our actual food on them! No fake pictures here!
7) Added a new Cookee’s sign to the roof thanks to Krumee Designs. Nice!
Simply put, this building has been in need of maintenance for a long time. We are
slowly taking care of all of these items to ensure a worry-free future for us all!
EMPLOYEE CHANGES!
1) Ashley Finfrock is our new manager!
2) Karen Thrift is our new cook and overall dynamo!
3) New carhops - Shaunntai Purdy, James Lewis, and Shawna Hansuld!
THINGS WE WOULD LIKE TO DO SOON!
1) Add fluorescent lighting all along the underneath of the awning.
2) Paint the building with a fresh coat of paint and a nice blue/white design.
3) Install a type of neon lighting around the trim of the awning.
4) Repair the holes in the parking lot, seal it, and paint some nice white lines!
ENDING COMMENTS
As we all know, gas and food prices are going through the roof. We here at Cookee’s
will continue to hold the prices of our food down, and resist any increases for as
long as possible. Everyone is feeling the pinch, so we will try to help the best we can.

Doug and Becky

